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Future States - Choosing a Scenario Framework
Scenarios serve different purposes and there are many ways to write them. Before you begin your scenario planning process,
determine the strategic purpose of your scenario, your time horizon, the amount of data you have access to and how your work will
be used by others. Download the Future Today Institute’s scenarios templates at www.futuretodayinstitute.com.
Time Horizon

Characteristics
•

Probable

Plausible

Possible

Near-future
now - 5 years

•

Limited unknown
variables

•

Limited volatility

•

Limited data

•

Many unknown
variables

•

Follows laws of
governing/ society/
physics

•

Little or no data

Mid-future
5 - 15 years

Farther-future
15+ years

Ample quantitative
data

•

May not follow laws
of governing/
society/ physics

Strategic Purpose

Possible
Scenario Type

Possible
Scenario Type

Possible
Scenario Type

Making near-term tactical
decisions
Project feedback and
recalibration

Building strategic direction/
vision
Decisions on R&D, investments

Long-term planning
Systems-level evolution
Deep futurs work

Sci-Fi Prototyping
Games
Design Thinking Tools

Emotive Framings For Scenarios
Framing
Optimistic

Neutral

Pessimistic/
Catastrophic

Present-Day Actions
We made the best possible decisions using the data
and evidence at hand

We preserved the status quo and made little change

We either ignored the data and evidence or we
intentionally made poor decisions

The Five Scenario Archetypes
Use these with internal and external factors to build scenarios that describe an
organization’s futures.

Baseline

Transformation

Reversal

Collapse

Chaos

WHAT IT IS
A description of how the
future represents a
continuation of today
without significant new
disruptive forces.

WHAT IT IS
A big bet on the past and a
return to the previous era
before this current wave of
disruption.

WHAT IT IS
The worst case scenario
outcomes for an
organization. New norms
are dysfunction, inability to
keep pace with
competition, inability to
mitigate risk.

WHAT IT IS
The organization driven to
evolve to an optimal future
state. New norms are
anticipation, agility, ability
to see around corners,
good decision-making.

WHAT IT IS
A chaotic event occurs,
which might result in
sudden risk or opportunity.
New norms are unknown.
You can also use this as a
stand-alone scenario using
only external factors.

WHEN TO USE IT
• Audit of the present
• Alongside other
scenarios

WHEN TO USE IT
• Confront cherished
beliefs within a mature
organization

WHEN TO USE IT
• See a different point of
view.
• Test an organization’s
resilience.

WHEN TO USE IT
• To map signals, trends
and scenarios to
strategy.

WHEN TO USE IT
• Test an organizations
resilience in the wake of
disruption.
• For fun.

Binary Scenarios
Use these to constrain outcomes to just a few choices. These are best used to test specific factors
or ideas. You can use any opposing forces you want, as long as they are relatively narrow.

Heroes

Finite

Infinite

Villans

Winners

Losers

Binary Scenarios
Heroes

Villains

Heroes vs Villains: We assume a future in which
there is a hero and a villain. This can be concrete
(hero is a new product, villain is a regulator) or
abstract (hero is social activism, villain is continued
social injustice).

Binary Scenarios
Finite

Infinite

Finite vs Infinite: We assume a future in which there
are only finite choices/ decisions/ opportunities/
resources or infinite choices/ decisions/
opportunities/ resources.

Binary Scenarios
Winners

Losers

Winners and Losers: We assume a future in which
there can only be one winner. What happens in a
zero-sum situation? What are the plausible
outcomes? How does those outcomes shape the
future?

Counterfactual Scenarios

Impossible Futures

Pre-mortems

We didn’t fail!

We failed!

SENSE
AND
RESPOND

Create a state of future readiness
within your organization.
With so much uncertainty and disruption, every organization must
develop future forecasting capabilities. Learn how to use the Future
Today Institute’s data-driven, rigorous foresight tools to create a
state of readiness within your team or broader organization.

Founded in 2006, the Future Today Institute prepares leaders and their teams for deep uncertainty and
complex futures. Our technology-led, data-driven forecasting methodology includes signal mapping,
trend identification, scenario development, future risk assessment, next-order impact modeling,
visioning and strategic planning. Our robust frameworks detect disruption early so that organizations
can meet future challenges. We advise a wide range of leadership teams in the public and private
sectors and produce successful, measurable outcomes for organizations of all sizes.
For more information or to learn how we can support your organization’s path to the future, please be
in touch.

www.futuretodayinstitute.com

120 E. 23rd Street

hello@futuretodayinstitute.com

5th Floor

267.342.4300

New York, New York 10010

